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KULTUR, ECONOMICS AND THE GERMAN DRIVE FOR WORLD-POWER STATUS
The national task of the Navy as an instrument of culture
‘A people which is not strong and competent at sea in the universal age no longer has a rôle in world
history, a people without a fleet has lost its worth and importance for the development of culture in the
twentieth century... ‘
National-Zeitung, 19 December 1897
‘Gegenüber dem Beistanz des Materiellen von der ewigen Anbetung der Macht des Geldes halten wir
heute noch daran fest, daß Seele und Geist etwas in der Welt bedeuten. Denn unser Deutsches Reich…
ist die Folge lange Kulturarbeit. ‘
In contrast to the supporters of the purely material and the eternal adoration of the power of money, we
still hold fast today to the fact that soul and spirit mean something in the world. Because our German
Reich ... is the result of long cultural work. Armeemuseum, Ingolstadt, author’s note.

This essay is primarily concerned to explain the national impetus to expansion which culminated in
Weltpolitik as expressed in the task of the Navy. As the Australian historian John Moses put it, one
cannot escape the conclusion that the long-term indoctrination of a particular political ideology
'carried out with all the impressive argument of a well established scholarly tradition' did not have a
formative influence on the political will of the German people.1 Without an understanding of this
the long-term preparation for what was seen in leading circles as an inevitable conflict with Britain
cannot properly be understood. Gerhard Schreiber wrote that there exists an unbroken powerpolitical continuity between the imperialistic aims set by the naval program, and the consideration
of German world pre-eminence which found its final expression in the Third Reich. When the long
expected conflict came, it was seen not merely as a struggle for territory, but for the 'existence or
non-existence of German culture, indeed of culture itself.'2 The War united most historians in a
solid defence of the 'German idea' of history against western natural law doctrine. 3 The specific
naval mode of thinking realised itself in a rigorous 'navalism' with the obligation to raise Germany
from a Continental power to an overseas world power.4
By the turn of the century, events such as the standoff with the USA in the Philippines, the
agreement on the future division of the Portuguese colonies, friction with Britain and the USA over
Samoa, the Yangtze Agreement to maintain the ‘Open Door’ policy in China and German naval
participation in the blockade of Venezuela showed that Germany was emerging from the position of
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a Continental power to that of a world power and thus the relative positions of others, primarily
Britain, would be challenged.5 It is widely understood and accepted, especially since the pioneering
studies by Paul Kennedy, Volker Berghahn, Holger Herwig and others on Anglo-German
antagonism in general, and naval rivalry in particular, that Germany's industrial growth and
consequent economic prosperity6 were the essential preconditions for its ability to challenge
Britain's predominance at sea and thus also a major factor in precipitating the First World War.
Economics and ideology
Common to both Britain and Germany was the growth in technology which transformed industry
and led to mass production, the expansion of overseas trade and the search for new markets, raw
materials and investment opportunities.7 The rapid rise of German industry and the energy of the
commercial sector made expansion inevitable.8 Even moderates like Ernst Troeltsch and Friedrich
Meinecke saw the solution for domestic social and economic problems in an expansive foreign
policy, promoting democratisation of government mainly as a method to strengthen the nation in the
international power struggle.9 and this became the test of a nation's fitness to participate on the
world stage. In Germany, a deterministic view of its future as a mercantile and naval power guided
the arguments for a strong Navy.
This creates the need to put German naval aims in a clearly recognisable context. They were not
an end in themselves, nor primarily economic, though commercial rivalry figures large in the
contemporary writing. Even the historian Hans Delbrück, who thought primarily in terms of
Weltpolitik, wrote that there was a new force abroad which would have an as yet unknown influence
on the history of nations: the 'mercantile jealousy of England against Germany', whose rapidly
expanding industry and trade was seen as a threat. Even though France had come up against Britain
with recent colonial-political successes, its stagnating economy was not a consideration.10

Naval Secretary and architect of the battleship program Alfred von
Tirpitz viewed the Navy as an ideological instrument, an integral part of a system designed to
obtain and secure Germany's position among other world powers. The real concern behind Tirpitz'
claim that Germany must become a world power or be reduced to a poor farming country was to
provide the means to prevent any economic rivalry permitting Britain to crush German competition
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as it had done with other rivals in the past. This position was something to which many Germans
believed the nation was divinely entitled by the unique nature of German culture and its mission,
and goes a long way in explaining the motto Gott mit uns. Space prevents a consideration of the
important part of theology in relation to Kultur.12 This played a large part in the thinking of the
political economist Paul Rohrbach as but one example.13 The phenomenon was to be found in
almost every culture: 'We are the pick and flower of nations, above all things qualified for
governing others...'14 In this way ideas and steel united under the blanket ideology of Weltpolitik
which appeared to incorporate all other political and military problems. This at times ruthless
expansion was rationalised in terms of science and exploration, a civilising mission and religion.
While Germany came to rival Britain in both industrial output and maritime and naval strength by
virtue of its commercial growth, it was also a highly ideological power.15 This made Imperial
Germany unique in the concert of powers. One cannot understand the imperative of German
expansion in the Wilhelmine period without considering the essence of Kultur. The nation's
intellectual elite perceived this as a spiritual force which was far more vigorous than that possessed
by any neighbouring Power. British Foreign Secretary Sir Edward Grey's view was that '...Germans
felt Kultur to be a superior thing that ought to dominate the world'.16 Everything created by the
German mind and hand was a unique, immutable product of this spirit. Ships, for example, were
not merely expressions of the technical excellence of German workmen but what Tirpitz termed
Kulturgeräte (instruments of culture).17 Thus Germany possessed not only the necessary
prerequisites for its advance to a world-power position, but the will to do so. As Heinz Gollwitzer
indicated, essential for this advance was 'the conscious emergence from the status of a European
great power...and entry into the measures of strength of the world powers’.18
Concepts of ‘culture’, power, and Deutschtum19 and Nation were supported by the writings and
lectures of academics. The Bildungsbürgertum (the educated class) gave the naval movement an
intellectual respectability and a cultural-missionary task was developed for Germany's adoption of
Weltpolitik. The thinking of many academics increasingly came to be influenced by the concept of
Weltmacht -world power- where politics was seen as a struggle between nations. Hence the
institutions of the state and the outlook of the population had to be amenable to the purposes of
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power politics. The role of the Flottenprofessoren, the 'fleet professors' who though small in
number had considerable influence, cannot be stressed strongly enough.

Tirpitz specifically directed August von
Heeringen (later Admiral), in charge of the Navy Office's propaganda department, to gain the
services of historian Hans Delbrück and Gustav Schmoller, the influential professor of political
science and economics in Berlin from 1882, in order to explain to the masses 'the economic
necessity of the Navy and its importance as a political power factor'.21 In 1913 Frederick Wile, the
Germanophobe correspondent of the Daily Mail, wrote in a book about German academics which
was also published in Germany that 'No other caste surpasses its influence on matters of state’.22
The influence of intellectuals on the development of expansionist ideology was considerable in the
Wilhelmine period, when the construction of a battle fleet as a power-political instrument was seen
as the means to guarantee Germany's world-political position. The historian Ernst Francke wrote
that in the exercise of world-policy, Germany stood alone and only the Navy was the instrument of
power which could bring peace and decide wars. Without being strong at sea, Germany could
neither represent its economic interests, not be respected as a friend or feared as a foe, neither
secure peace nor win in the fate-deciding moment. 'We must participate in world-policy as a great
Power...It concerns the existence and future of the Empire.'23
For a large number of economists and historians, the necessity and importance of a strong German
Navy was strengthened in their view that not merely a military-political Power had been created,
but that a power with a higher political ethic had joined the play of world policy. There was a strong
sense of cultural mission, a deep conviction of the value of German ways, the loftiness of German
culture, and of the justice of German policy.24 Innumerable academics writing on the naval question
reiterated the high spiritual and moral qualities of the German people, and from this the justification
to create naval power not just for the defence of international law, but also to bring German culture
to the world. An inevitable corollary of this cultural mission was the conviction that Germany
should not restrict itself to Europe: it was only as a world power that Germany could fulfil its task.
This thought was exemplified by Hans Delbrück speaking on European expansion:
It is of decisive significance for the future of humanity that in this process a certain balance
among the large nations be observed...The world may...not be allowed to become either
completely English or Russian...This is the reason why Germany must pursue a colonial
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policy on a large scale...in which the German nationality, the German language and German
spiritual life must have the possibility of continuing development.25
Delbrück frequently wrote that the Navy was intended 'to produce a change in the power
relationships of the world to Germany's advantage... and to eliminate English maritime
supremacy...' 26 Karl Helfferich, a more intellectual representative of German heavy industry and
finance, spoke of the 'struggle for existence among nations', accepted the possibility of (short,
limited) wars, and assumed the alternative to successful Weltpolitik was national decline.27
Delbrück wrote that the Navy was a means by which the interests of all small nations could be
maintained between the two great empires; it was not developed to protect commerce, but to win 'a
just share of world power’. Friedrich Meinecke wrote that 'Our historical thinking and our cultural
ideals are based on respect for the diversity and equality of strong and free states...'28 If Germany
did not play this rôle, then within a few generations the world would see an Anglo-Russian conflict
for cultural supremacy.29

Johann Graf von Bernstorff, later ambassador to the United States, wrote in
1899 that for Britain there would be nothing better than if Germany, France and Russia weakened
themselves in war. Conflict with either would mean disaster 'as England would ruthlessly dominate
all our overseas trade’.30 It was Germany's 'task in history to transform the balance of power in
Europe into a balance embracing the whole world’.31 The implication of this was Britain's loss of
maritime supremacy. Schmoller also advocated that for the sake of the cultural advancement of
humanity, the division of the world between Britain and Russia had to be hindered.32 Even the
tradition of economic history which Schmoller inaugurated subordinated economics to political and
power-political factors.33 As Fritz Fischer succinctly put it, 'Against the "cultural monopoly of the
Anglo-Saxons"...and the 'Russo-Muscovite world' the German professors called for a policy which
would make Germany's special cultural and political heritage safe and thereby guarantee at once the
multiplicity and individuality of all peoples and the balance of power in a new world system of
states’.34 In this system, Delbrück expected that 'German influence, German capital...German
25
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intelligence would be permitted free competition in the countless lands today outside European
culture’.35 Now the illusions had vanished: the radical defects of the British system, 'the trampling
on nations subjugated and despised' would lead to a situation in which even Greater Britain would
be unable to cope with Europe and America.36 The adoption of world-policy was thus bound up
with higher spiritual and moral values which provided an inherent justification.

General Friedrich von Bernhardi wrote that in the struggle to free the
countries of Europe from British economic and political domination, Germany would represent the
common interest in fighting for freedom of the seas. It would be joined by many others in the
campaign 'against the overweening ambitions of one nation’.37 His aggressive pronouncements
caused some heartburn in Government circles, and the Kölnische Zeitung printed a reprimand of
sorts in which it stated that there were things better left unsaid - not, as the National Review noted 'things that are untrue, but truths which it is unwise to proclaim.' Bernhardi reflected the views of
the majority of politicians who concealed what the soldier was not afraid to proclaim.38 Delbrück
described Germany's rôle thus: while it would never be powerful enough to threaten Britain
directly, it was strong enough to force British policy to take due regard of Germany, 'and that is the
thing, no more but no less too, what Germany wants to achieve with the construction of its
warships', otherwise 'the world today would be on the path of becoming British within thirty
years’.39
From the very beginning Tirpitz regarded Britain as Germany's main opponent not for military,
but for economic and cultural reasons: 'We no longer feel inclined to accept the pretensions of
England to Anglicize one continent of the world after another'.40 As Wolfgang Mommsen put it,
'The topos of the inevitability of an impending major war was propagated most
effectively...invoking the great German cultural tradition of Weimar, and thus appealed very
successfully to the educated bourgeoisie’.41 Otto Hinze, who collaborated with Schmoller in editing
the Acta Borussica, saw Germany as having to expand into a naval and world Power which could
play an active part in international relations. Germany had a right and a duty to resist Britain's
Alleinherrschaft (supremacy), and the naval program was a basic prerequisite to facilitate this.42
Delbrück wrote in 1899 that Germany wanted to be a world power. 'The whole future of our people
among the great nations depends upon it. But we can pursue this policy with or against England.’43
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England must have no illusions. At the time of the South African War he pronounced that if Russia,
France and Germany concluded a Continental alliance against England, ‘this news would be
welcomed everywhere with joy...' 44 In 1912 he stated that 'We shall even go as far as war, if this is
necessary’.45
Germany's phenomenal industrial expansion raised problems which had not had to be faced
before, and the most eminent political economists such as Gustav Schmoller, Max Weber, Paul
Voigt, Max Sering, Adolf Wagner and Ernst Francke believed in the absolute necessity for
obtaining as great a share as possible of world markets. Voigt, a lecturer in economics at Berlin,
expressed the core of their position in a collection of essays in 1900 called Handels- und
Machtpolitik (Economic and Power Policy):
If Germany...does not wish to be forced by the rising great Powers on the twentieth century
into the position of a second-rate Power...the enlargement of its sphere by a customs union
with neighbouring states and by an increase in its colonial possessions is the most important
task of German economic and trade policy.46
The works of the political economists and historians are full of references to the need for markets
and territory for an expanding population and economy. This inevitably brought a clash of interests
with Britain.

If Deutschtum were not to be replaced by Angelsachsentum in the course of time,
Germany had to ensure that its excess population was channelled into its own colonial regions
whose connection with the Motherland and defence was guaranteed.47 This thinking was supported
by Karl Lamprecht, Professor of History at Leipzig. In his essay 'The Development of the
Economic and Spiritual Horizon of our Nation', he emphasised the need for German participation in
the coming new division of power in the world, which had already been heralded by the renewed
scramble for colonial territory.48 The conviction was firming that a great future would be possessed
only by those who were capable of participating in the general competition to come. Historiography
at this time was dominated by the 'young Rankeans' as Lamprecht termed them, who believed that
with Ranke's methodology they had identified the operative forces of history which had an eternal
validity. Ranke saw nation-states as being in constant rivalry, and his successors saw the state as
the synthesis between power and spirit (Macht und Geist). This led to a rejection by Wilhelmine
neo-Rankeans of the application of the moral concepts of natural law to the behaviour of states,
which were subject only to their own unique laws. This was also clearly the policy of the
government.49 As Georg Iggers noted, these neo-Rankeans made ‘a conscious attempt to utilize
him for their ends in propagandizing an expansive, semiautocratic nation-state.‘ For Leopold von
Ranke, founder of modern source-based history, national states were spiritual entities which
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combined the real and the ideal in one. Ranke’s underpinnings were religious: influenced by the
philosophy of Friedrich Schelling, he sought to comprehend God’s actions in history. The neoRankeans adopted this apotheosis of power, writing history on the basis of forces operating in the
modern world. And here can be seen the origin of Wilhelmine Weltmissionsglaube- Germany’s
divinely ordained world mission.50
Vice-Admiral Viktor Valois wrote that if colonial supporters were disappointed that not much
had been achieved, they could console themselves with the thought that 'in the end the division of
colonial possessions...will not be settled by colonial agreements. Only on the great European
battlefields of the future will the dice fall’.51 Bülow stated in the Reichstag in November 1899 that
it was said in every century a great partition, a liquidation, took place in order to distribute
influence, power and possessions anew in the world. Were they again standing before a new
division of the world?52 The idea that Germany was the heir to South Africa, for example, was
constantly discussed in the German press, and extended negotiations ending in frustration also
ensued over the fate of the Portuguese colonies.

The national task of the Navy as an instrument of culture
'Die Marine ist die Wiege unserer nationalen Zukunft' - ‘the Navy is the cradle of our national
future’, wrote the naval journal Nauticus in 1899. If the Army had been the basis of Germany's
national rebirth, then the Navy was seen to be the cradle of the national future. As Delbrück wrote
in 1912, it was yesterday's truth that the German Navy was created to protect trade. He gave
imperialism a metaphysical basis: 'The earth was given to mankind not to pursue trade on it, but to
dominate it.' Now a stage had been reached where Germany could aim higher, to 'give us that share
of the control of the world which is due to nations with high cultures by virtue of their character and
the fact that they are destined for greater things.' 53
In the final analysis, a strong navy 'is an essential requirement for German greatness and
prosperity.'54 Future considerations loomed large. In the Far East a 'second England', which matched
it in naval power and pretension, was arming. In the west, the United States had since 1898
appeared on the battlefield and was seeking to secure its share of world power and markets.55 With
the similar growth of German trade and industry as a justification for the nation's assumption of
what was considered an appropriate position in the councils of the existing Powers, a strong Navy
to protect its interests became a political necessity. For Tirpitz there was only one solution, namely,
vigorously to promote Germany's maritime interests 'without loss of time, energetically and
systematically'. The Navy was not an end in itself, but a 'function of maritime interests.'56
In April 1898, Tirpitz wrote a lengthy memorandum to the Kaiser concerning the direction
Germany should take, and stated that the nation's great economic development in the previous
decade was closely related to the development of its power-political position:
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The considerable connection which exists especially between sea power and the
development of economic interests, will come to the fore much more sharply in the future.
In the economic struggle in which peoples will have to participate in the next century, it will
become ever more necessary to represent Germany's maritime interests with military
power.57
According to Nauticus, only appropriate armaments would keep open the entrance to the world and
its markets.58 Already as a young officer, Tirpitz had misgivings about the Navy's
underdevelopment. In his early years, he had the opportunity to travel widely, including South
America, the West Indies, later as commander of the Preußen in the Mediterranean and the Near
East, finally in 1896 as Chief of the then East Asian Cruiser Division. It was the latter which gave
him first-hand experience of Anglo-German economic rivalry in a rapidly expanding market which
influenced his subsequent views.59 Because his interests were not confined to technical or military
aspects, but open to learning from history it is not surprising that he veered toward policy and
politics. The Army was the root, the Navy the branches stretching out into the world.60 In the
course of the years Tirpitz arrived at the conviction, not least under the pressure of restrictions from
other colonial powers, that the attempt to create for Germany 'real world-political freedom' through
the construction of a fleet could not be avoided. There was but one alternative to this, which was
completely unacceptable: if one chose not to expand the Navy, and effectively took the path of
retreat, then Germany would also have had to turn back trade and industrial production, promote
emigration again, and let its foreign interests decline. Germany would then sink back into the
condition of a poor, agricultural country.61
As Berghahn's seminal work indicated, the First Navy Law was clearly only the initial step in
Tirpitz' mind towards providing Germany with the means successfully to compete in the struggle to
achieve a world power position, and to counterbalance Britain. Ludwig Dehio noted that '...the aim
of German imperialism was still to become one of a circle of world powers, without necessarily
destroying English maritime supremacy...each attached a totally different sense to the terms
"hegemony" and "balance of power" '. Yet Bernhardi had made it clear before the War that
Germany would have to destroy the European balance if it wanted to become a world Power,
likewise Rohrbach more subtly in Deutschland unter den Weltvölkern.62 'Who did not wish that
there might be an earthly Power capable of halting the English!' wrote Schäfer. Only the levelling
justice of the centuries, the power of an ethical world order which existed despite everything, would
bring them to answer.63 The Chief of the Naval Cabinet, Admiral Georg von Müller, saw clear
alternatives for Germany: either to forge ahead 'not even shirking a great war', or else to limit the
nation to being a Continental power.64 A powerful Navy provided the means to implement
Weltpolitik and was the only guarantee for Germany's continued economic expansion. The world's
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oceans were now the most important arena in which the nations met, and 'it is sea power which now
more than ever before will decide world history.'65

For Paul Rohrbach, German economic interests were inextricably linked with the
German cultural mission: there had to be an 'active participation of the German mind in the current
reshaping of the world.' 66 The consequences of this power were fully recognised. Germany must
become a 'world nation', a process which if hindered 'must be decided...by the language of guns.'67
That Britain inevitably would have to surrender its position was clear: Theodor Mommsen wrote
that 'The repetition of Jameson's Raid by the English Government...dictated by banking and mining
speculations, is the revelation of your moral and political corruption and of your military and
political weakness.'68 A strong Navy was the means by which Germany could achieve its rightful
world-political position, safeguard trade, and fulfil the cultural mission of supporting Germans
outside the Empire so that they and their influence could play a rôle in the Kulturmission. This is
clear in the military-political reports of the Cruiser Squadron captains visiting Australian ports.
However, given that most had emigrated to escape this atmosphere, it is unsurprising that there was
little enthusiasm.
The writing of most academics is heavy with foreboding and inevitability. Voigt concluded one
article with the sentiment that 'no laughing day of golden peace is dawning.' Indeed, Wilhelm
Widenmann, the Naval Attaché in London, used the term 'latent war'.69 The coming century would
see strenuous struggles and portentous decisions. Germany would only be able to maintain its place
in the sun, its station among the nations of culture, its economic and political influence 'if the whole
people from Kaiser to worker is permeated with the meaning of the fearless old Hansa motto:
Navigare necessse est, vivere non necesse.' 70 Germany's expansion into the world was to be
accompanied by a resurgence in the 'spiritual' life of the people; its position among the world
powers could not be maintained without 'inner health and strength.' This was the core of Germany's
destiny: the uplifting of its own national culture would assist in fulfilling its cultural mission to the
world.71 When the long expected conflict came, it was seen not merely as a struggle for territory,
but for the 'existence or non-existence of German culture, indeed of culture itself.'72 The War
united most historians in a solid defence of the 'German idea' of history against western natural law
doctrine.73 It was because Germany embodied higher cultural and ethical values that a Germany
65
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victory was believed certain: in 1714 Spain’s world domination had been shattered, in 1814 that of
France. Why would it be any different with Britain? As far as the academics were concerned, the
war was a battle of opposing cultures and moral forces. These ideals were incorporated in the
appeal composed by Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Möllendorff, a scholar much admired among British
classicists, signed in August 1914 by 93 leading intellectuals, and later, due to the efforts of
Schäfer, some 4,000 signatures were added.74
In the prisma of Weltpolitik the legend creators of the future, the political economists and
historians, superseded those of 1871 who represented a limited past and outlook. The unity of
ideology and material reality in the form of naval armament was the high point of Wilhelmine
policy which lasted until 1909, ended by the Dreadnought and the Reich's financial crisis. There
was no longer 'the clarity of ideological integration and farsighted Weltpolitik, but the material
limitation of armament within national and international constraints.'75 Admiral Georg von Müller
wrote as early as 1896 that world history now was governed by economic conflict. The free
expansion of the cramped Central European peoples, following the division of the habitable areas of
the earth, was limited above all by Britain's 'world domination', and would be threatened by further
limitation.
The war, which can follow from this conflict situation, and how many believe must follow,
has for us the...goal of breaking England's world domination, and thereby the freeing of
necessary colonial possessions for the necessary expansion of European states.76
While the inhabitants of the Pacific Dominions were not privy to Müller's view of a 'freeing of
colonial possessions', they were certainly correct in their early, if at times overwrought, recognition
of threat.

In his famous inaugural lecture at the University of Freiburg in 1895,
Max Weber called for a new policy of striving for world power. 'We must understand that the
unification of Germany was a youthful folly...if it should be the conclusion and not the starting
point for a German Weltmachtpolitik.' There was a heavy burden of responsibility before history.77
Elsewhere he explained the necessity for a strong Navy: Germany's foreign interests were to a large
degree purely geographically determined. For every power, the near proximity of another provided
a restriction in the freedom of its political decision-making. Germany had three larger land powers
as neighbours, but the greatest naval power in close proximity. 'From this follows the necessity of a
particularly strong armament.'78 This call was taken up by the liberal imperialists, who were rivalled
by the more extreme Pan-Germans, to whose ideas Weber had once adhered, and these two groups
created the climate of educated public opinion and the ideology which caused an actual change of
foreign policy.
German manufacturers and merchants faced difficulties which specifically affected their
operations. In overseas markets already dominated by other colonial powers, from the beginning
they were operating from a position of weakness. Germany was believed to be entitled to overseas
possessions following its emergence as a unified nation. Because history, by delaying unification
had imposed on Germany a handicap, it therefore obligated other nations to accommodate
Germany's needs.79 Wilhelmine economists saw trade as a form of warfare or as another expression
of the Darwinian struggle for survival. Schmoller, writing on Germany's economic future, saw no
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economic or social progress without increased naval power. The basis of its economy would be too
narrow and insecure if not supported by an instrument which could protect imports and exports,
merchant shipping, and colonies. 80 Tirpitz in his memoirs spoke of 'the insecure politico-economic
foundation of our whole civilisation and power'.81
For Schmoller, international rivalries had become economic ones which impinged on national
sovereignty and where mercantilism increasingly prevailed. The academic economists and
historians believed that the secret of British success lay in sea power, and Germany had to replicate
this. With its imperialism, Britain was aiming to create from its scattered possessions an enormous,
self-contained world empire closed to other nations. It might well be said that it was only extreme
journals like The Saturday Review which paraphrased Cato’s statement against Carthage:
‘ Germania esse delenda’ and which advocated the ruin of German industry and trade, but in reality
this was symptomatic of an underlying mood. In a vitriolic denunciation of contemporary Britain,
Schmoller condemned the men of force and piratical nature such as Cecil Rhodes, who worked
insidiously and poisonously, buying the press and corrupting Ministries. Where these were
controlled, ethics and respect for law disappeared. There existed within the German spirit a
Weltmissionsglaube, a belief in a world mission.82 All of this thinking led back to the call for a
strong Navy:
We wish...to expand our trade and industry so that we can live and support a growing
population...we want to oppose the extended robber-mercantilism of the three world powers
which excludes all other states and seeks to destroy their trade. It is only to achieve this
modest goal that a large fleet is necessary.83
Germany had so to strengthen itself that in world and colonial trade it had the respect of the great
powers, who then would seek its support. It is in this crucial underlying psychological sentiment as
expressed by Schmoller and others that one of the basic causes of German outward expansion is to
be found: as a latecomer to the community of national states and having missed the most important
allocation of colonial territory, Germany felt it had to assert itself to be taken seriously in the
concert of powers. In addition, smaller states would see it as the protector of freedom and a shield
against force. Just as Frederick the Great assembled the German states to oppose Austria's lust for
annexation, so now the German Empire had to be the pivot of a coalition to balance the world
empires and in particular, 'hold the balance in the last deciding battle between England and Russia.'
This could only be achieved with a strong fleet. Indeed, as part of an overall plan, it would assist in
restoring Germany's position in Europe:
With it we will peacefully yet strongly and 'toujours en vendette' again be able to hold the
balance in Europe as in the days of Frederick the Great and Bismarck. Those were also the
days in which we made the greatest economic progress. We will never again experience
such days of influence and progress if we do not achieve a respected, and under
circumstances feared, position on the seas.84
While the academics were condemning Britain, there were a few diplomats within the fold such as
Paul Graf Metternich in London, Johann Graf von Bernstorff in the USA, Richard Kühlmann, Otto
Hammann and others who had considerable reservations about the direction of Wilhelm II’s ‘new
course’ and the looming possibility of conflict and were convinced that only an understanding like
Bismarck's Congress of Berlin could preserve world peace.85 However, these voices were
submerged in the euphoria of the ‘fleet professors’ and Germany’s Weltmissionsglaube.
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➔

For Moses and Overlack, there is a big difference between conscientiously recognising
that our personal prejudices may influence the ways we understand history, and
intentionally distorting history to match our personal prejudices. The fact that there are
many ways to think about history doesn’t imply that all ways of thinking about history are
equally valid. Moses and Overlack are determined to present the German threat as it was,
as it was perceived by the Australians and New Zealanders of 1914, and as it was meant
by the Germans themselves. They explain why (most of) Australia and New Zealand
supported the war effort and had good reasons for doing so.
Review by Salvatore Babones, ‘The Anzacs’ Battle with the Historians’ Quadrant Online 25th April 2020
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ambassador to the United States 1908-1917. Richard Kühlmann was councillor of the German embassy in London
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